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Over the years, our Worship Ebbs have become fabulous training grounds.  Initially, we may have 

interpreted them as an absence of conflict or challenge; an island in the storm that we held out for.  As 

most of you have learned, that lens can cause us to mistake training in “rest as a weapon” for a trial or 

enemy attack.  Consider Graham’s words here and ask yourself: 

 

What type of rest and worship was your ebb designed by the Father to create in you - and what 

was the process He allowed?  Take notes. Love the learning.  Enjoy the upgrades. 

 

God seeks the pleasure of our company, and He wants us to live in that place forever. Spiritual 

warriors know that every situation has been designed for us to discover God’s Presence and find 

appropriate access, using our circumstances. 

  

Confidence in His nature is our entry point, always. To live in His Presence with confidence is His will 

for us. Our inheritance is to belong to the Presence of God with utter conviction and assurance. 

  

The word “warrior” conjures up images of violence and conflict, confrontation and opposition. While 

there is obviously some truth in that, a warrior is so much more! The weapons of our warfare are more 

powerful than the ones the enemy wants to use on us. A spiritual warrior is essentially peaceful, 

untroubled, and calm. That place of calm and tranquility is the source of internal power and anointing 

that causes God’s people to overcome. Rest is our weapon. 

 

We win through peace! We overcome by being overjoyed. We overthrow by being overwhelmed. In 

lives of worship, the goodness of God, the sheer beauty of His nature, has so captivated and filled us 

that the enemy is pushed away and given no room in our lives. 

 

Opposition attaches to what we don’t remove.  

We have reclaimed our inner territory so that we can recover the ground around us. 

 

Champions have a view of God that sets them apart. They understand that all crises are part of a 

process that God has set in motion. They are not overwhelmed by the event because they are aware 

of the process that God is developing around them to train, equip, and empower them in His name. 

Crisis is a normal event on the road to fulfilling our destiny (2 Corinthians 6:4-10 & 11:23-30). 

 

Immature people only focus on the crisis itself, not the bigger picture of their own development… The 

process is always about our development into the place that the Father has set aside for us in Christ. 

Through all the ups and downs of our life’s journey, when we commit ourselves to the process of God, 

we grow up in all things in Christ.  

 

~ from Qualities of a Spiritual Warrior 
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When we live a present-future life, we value our journey so far, but our focus is on all that is before us.  

It’s been five years since The Warrior Class embarked on this adventure and I’ve never been filled 

with more anticipation than I am this year. 

  

New Members! 

  

We are growing by leaps and bounds.  There are close to 30 new members going through the initial 

three month New Member Process, being prepared to join teams in the next few months!  Under 

Teresa Morrison’s leadership as Director of New Members, this aspect of TWC is thriving.  Get ready 

troops! These new ones are full of momentum and rich potential for our community! 

  

Leadership Development Training Has Begun 

  

Over 50 current and prospective TWC leaders are about to begin Leadership Development Training 

2016.  In this year of “establishing and streamlining”, it was time to create a common foundation of 

leadership training in TWC, based on what has emerged as our Kingdom leadership culture.  I am so 

thankful for leaders who love the learning and volunteer to partner with our members in the process of 

growing up in God together. 

  

Next Level of Intercession Strategy 

  

Our Intercession focus is refining and upgrading.  We’ll share the details of this later in this issue of 

Frontline, but we’re having a “this-is-that” kind of experience, watching the Holy Spirit connect dots 

that we’ve been collecting since we first began.  Our first “Impact Teams” are in action now.  These are 

TWC members who have been through Intel Development Training with Christine Casten, Director of 

Intel. They will focus primarily on the event intel for the places that Graham chooses to travel this year.  

But no worries - every TWC Team will have an intercession assignment - they’ll just look a bit different. 

  

Update on Graham 

  

Graham continues to rest and renew in Santa Barbara, exploring what’s ahead for his Brilliant 

businesses. “One brand - Three Expressions”:  Brilliant Perspectives, Brilliant Book House and the 

new Brilliant TV are experiencing upgrades and new horizons.  We’re looking to raise the bar in our 

support for them, praying with God’s favor for this territory as never before. 

  

 

 

 

 
Continued… 

  

 

Welcome to 2016 



Expansion of “Go-To-Meeting” Use 

  

After experimenting with Go-To-Meeting video calls on a small scale, we’ve upgraded this as a 

service that all teams can now take advantage of, allowing us to have up to 25 participants in a 

video call. Since much of our communication is virtual, seeing faces is so important! It also gives 

members outside the U.S. a free phone connection through the internet (video or phone).   

 

In short, we’re putting down deep roots into what we’ve been exploring in recent years, 

establishing in areas where we’ve learned how the Kingdom works for us here and streamlining to 

be ready for all that is ahead. 

  

And infusing every aspect of our growth and development is the reason that we’re all here in the 

first place - we’re encountering God in fresh ways and being amazed once again at His true 

nature.  Our conversations are filled with new understanding, through knowledge and experience, 

of what really is possible in a Kingdom community dedicated to not just hearing truth, but actively, 

joyfully and intentionally living in it.   

  

As always, your pace, your focus and your opportunities here are your choices to make.  That 

basic value never changes.  You are the one who decides what your Warrior Class experience will 

be.  And it’s our delight to provide as many quality resources, tools and opportunities as we can. 

  

We’re partners with God and each other in seeing the Kingdom of heaven manifest on earth in 

ways that will leave the world in wonder of His goodness, grace and power. 

  

So here’s to fighting from victory, not for it. 

Here’s to favor as we’ve never seen it before. 

Here’s to joy that overwhelms all obstacles. 

  

Here’s to what’s really possible with Jesus in a Warrior Class community in 2016! 

 

Allison 

  

  



TWC Worship EBB Testimonies 

I learned that once again there are many threads the Lord is working at in my identity, and He is well able to 
manage them all at once! One thread can be fast-tracked through its upgrade through the other areas of identity He 
is working on, stretching on each other at the same time. There's synergy created by the way they are upgraded 
together. The worship ebb period had a few surprises in my circumstances (including a flooded home) that gave 
opportunities to challenge my rest, patience, and what I believe about who God is to me in areas of my identity. I 
saw where I'd grown from a year ago and was encouraged, as well as seeing there is still room for growth. 2016 is 
filled with promise and opportunities, and I'm ready for it! 
 
Blessings! 
Victoria Boyd 
Lightbearers Team (New Zealand) 

During the Worship Ebb when a few of 
us were worshipping, God gave me a 
picture of new territory. He was saying 
that we had stepped through a doorway 
into a new land, and it was ours to 
explore and own. Whatever has 
happened in this worship ebb, I know 
that I have broken through into a new 
place. 
 
Thank you Lord! 
Angela Taylor 
Int’l Team (Scotland) 

 

I love our worship ebb. I was an excited to enter into this amazing part of the process 

this season. My time was spent in prayer, meditation, worship and just thinking. I had 

also decided to look for new ways to expand worship which might open up new 

avenues of intimacy with my King.  

 

It was time for me to put on long pants.  The favor, the promise is always there. It is 

in Him and His presence. Like Graham says, “there is a new rhythm for my heart.” It 

has been very easy to allow Him to escort me into new territory and allow me to 

experience the show with the admission paid. It is another to have to pay that 

admission price myself the next visit. What I mean is this. God is so patient, kind and 

good as we move into new territory and He will hold our hand the whole way. But 

there comes a time when He wants us to hold the territory because we have become 

more like Him, and don’t need our hand held. 

  

My God and I, 

Ted Mather 

Dream Team (California) 

This worship ebb was an opportunity to 
experience change on all those levels. I 
came face to face with who I was 
originally created to be, and sixty-
seven years of the old (wo)man finally 
died; may she rest in peace. I am 
getting to know this new identity, on 
the other side of the pain, and I am 
pretty excited about her destiny in 
Christ.  
 
In His care, 
Doris Chapman 
Warrior Eagles Team (Washington) 



 

During these five years, we’ve learned a great deal.  (For more on this, see the article 

“Our Story and Journey in Key Territories” on page 2 of Training Journal 15).  We’ve 

watched as the intel collected for Graham began to reflect common Kingdom themes, 

messages and territories.  In a few months, we will begin to build a new body of 

intercession around these themes, based on the intel you have given us. 

So, what are we praying now?  Actually… quite a lot!! 

 

 1. Specific targets for Graham 

 2. Anaheim 2016 

 3. Kingdom Assignments taken 
 

1. TWC-Wide Intercession Targets for Graham 
  

For the months of February, March and April, we are going to focus specifically on intercession for Graham in these 

areas: 

  

•  health and rest 

•  writing and revelation 

•  financial favor 

  

On the following pages, you will find our Prayer Points to write your own Crafted Prayers or Crafted Declarations from 

in these areas.  This allows us to be praying with one heart, one mind and one voice, as well as write our prayers in a 

style that works best for us. 

  

Our purpose for these in our next three months of intercession is: 

  

- To be laser focused in intercession on these targets of health, rest, writing and financial favor in a way that brings 

new levels of breakthrough. 

-      To gather further and more specific intel in these areas. 

-      To create Kingdom deposits of intercession that can be drawn on now and in the future. 

 

 
Continued… 

 

 

 
This year is a different landscape in intercession… 

and we’re ready for it!  For the first five years of 

The Warrior Class, our primary focus was on 

worshipping, listening, gathering prophetic intel and 

developing “prayer points” for each of Graham’s 

assignments as he traveled. 

TWC Intercession 2016 



2. TWC Wide Intercession begins NOW!! 

Brilliant Event in Anaheim  

Friday Sept. 30 - Sunday Oct. 2nd 
  

We’re not waiting until a few months out to begin 

worshipping, rejoicing, listening, and praying for our 

premier Brilliant Event in 2016. We’re starting NOW! 

 

Our job as The Warrior Class on the team is to: 

  

1)  Listen for what Jesus and the Holy Spirit are 

praying about this gathering.   

  

- What are the key breakthroughs They desire? 

  

- What old perceptions and mindsets does God want 

people to unlearn here? 

  

- What specific New Man territory does He want to 

release revelation in? 

  

- What specific obstacles or fights will we face, and 

what is God doing instead? 

  

2)  Begin contributing now to the atmosphere of 

heaven being present in this location… a thin place 

where revelation and worship connect us “on earth 

as it is in heaven” in a way that makes Brilliant 

Events unique, full of powerful, personal encounters 

with Jesus.  

  

3)  To release favor, not only for Anaheim 2016, but 

towards Theresa Cooke for the negotiations and 

territory for 2017. 

  

Record, explore and expand what you get now… 

and hold on to it.  Then, when we begin to request 

intel in a few weeks, you’ll be prepared. This is a 

tremendous practice ground for prophetic 

intercession.  Take full advantage of it! 
 

 

If you feel you receive further prophetic 

intel into any of these three areas, gather 

and record your pieces.  Look at any 

dreams or visions and ask the Holy 

Spirit, “What does this mean?”  Use 

these questions to refine what you feel 

Jesus and the Holy Spirit are praying. 

 

What specific target is this prophetic intel 

for: health, rest, writing or financial favor? 

What specific promise or provision is 

God giving to Graham in this intel? 

 

Is there a scripture that is the focus of 

this intel? 

 

Is there a dream or vision (3-4 line 

summary) and what do you feel it means 

(3-4 line interpretation please)? 

 

What is one key to breakthrough for this 

target in this intel? 

 

TWC Training Days 
Thursday and Friday 

September 29-30, 2016 

More info to come…. 

 

 



3. TWC Wide Prayer for Graham’s Travel Assignments 

  
While TWC Teams are praying for Graham’s health, writing, 

financial favor and Anaheim 2016 - our new Impact Teams will 

be gathering intel for the limited number of places Graham 

has chosen to travel.  These are TWC members who have 

been through Intel Development Training (IDT) and are now 

specializing in event intel.  

 

The new level of power that this creates is that when we post 

the Prayer Points in each Intercession Update for the places 

Graham travels to, ALL of The Warrior Class will be praying 

them, not just one or two teams! 

  

We will also be posting a sign up for hour-by-hour 

intercession for Graham and Theresa’s flight to New 

Zealand & Australia, Sunday evening March 6th through 

Monday afternoon March 7th.  Watch for details on our TWC 

Facebook page and future Intercession Updates. 

  

In April, we will update you with our next steps in intercession 

for 2016.  Continue to take your own internal Key Territories 

outlined in last fall’s Training Journal #15. That’s a form of 

intercession too! 

 

Prayer Points for Graham’s Health and Writing 

 

Health and Rest  

Inheritance Word: Psalm 91 & 27 

  

We rejoice that: 

 

-God is faithful and intentional to heal Graham (F.A.I.T.H.)  - 

God’s true nature as Healer is Truth that changes physical 

facts. 

-Opposition only brings amplification of the true nature of God 

for him. 

-Peace, joy and lovingkindness surround him at all times, in 

every circumstance. 

-Great rest and peace are promised to him always.  He will not 

be overcome. 

-  God is both his Healer or his Keeper at all times  (but we’ll 

take Healer any day!)  

 

We declare: 

  

*  Graham to be on earth as he is in heaven, strong and 

brilliant. 

*  A man of Your joy, rejoicing always. 

*  A celebrant on an optimistic journey with the Holy 

Spirit. 

*  A whole man overcoming illness. 

*  A strong man of stamina and energy. 

*  Normal blood sugar levels. 

*  Joints that move freely. 

*  Freedom from pain in any form, from any source. 

 

Writing and Revelation 

Inheritance Word: Jeremiah 1:9-10 

  

We rejoice that Graham’s writing: 

 

-  Causes faith to be reborn.  

-  Rekindles desire and unlocks hearts, souls and mind 

to God’s true nature.  

-  Resurrects lives of praise and worship. 

-  Renews passion for a Good Fight; empowering 

people to become More than Conquerors. 

-  Is infused with Your quickening Spirit that makes up 

for lost time. 

-  Carries Your love that melts hardened hearts and 

heals the brokenhearted. 

-  Understands the times and seasons of the books still 

to be written. 

  

We declare: 

  

*  That the life body of work entrusted to him will be fully 

and brilliantly written.  

*  Fresh revelation that rises to connect the dots of 

previously known truths. 

*  Keys of wisdom, reserved for now, that unlock new 

levels of brilliant thinking. 

*  Outrageous, renewing joy in the partnership of writing 

with God. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

You will find these prayer points in a printable form in our Intercession Update 



 

Financial Favor  

  

We rejoice that: 

  

-  Father, what You have ordered for Graham and Theresa, 

You will pay for.  

 

-  You are the one who deals with the finances, and You deal 

with them well.  

 

-  You withhold nothing.  You are the God of abundance. 

  

-  Graham stands in the impossible and thrives in the territory 

that requires miracles. 

 

 

We declare: 

  

*  Financial favor, upon favor, upon favor, upon favor as has 

never been seen before.  

 

*  Outrageous returns for the investments made in people and 

in territories of faith. 

  

*  The Gift of Time to be funded for years to come, in creative 

and unexpected ways. 

  

*  A spirit of joyful giving creates an abundance of Kingdom 

resources that can be shared. 

 

Promises from the prophetic word 

"Inheritance and Glory" 

 

 

"My true sons live in a place above 

need.  

They live in their inheritance! 

I want you to come to a place in My 

Spirit where your identity releases your 

provision.   

 

 

You ask from your inheritance,  

not from your need.   

 

 

I want you to know your inheritance.  

I want you to plan, strategize and 

budget from that source; that you would 

have such a confident expectation in 

Me! 

 

 

That in the place of high praise,  

you would confidently declare your 

identity in Me and confess your 

inheritance before My throne.   

 

 

Such prayer will open windows in 

heaven.   

Creative miracles, outrageous 

provisions and incredible favor will fall 

upon you.  

 

 

No good thing will I withhold from  

those who walk uprightly in My Spirit." 

 

 

(page 307 in Prophetic Wisdom) 
 
 



  

 

 

 

 

For the many inquiries from Warrior Class members, 

who have asked how they can continue giving toward 

Graham’s time to renew and write, the 4-11 

Foundation from Atlanta, GA has provided a 

marvelous way to not only invest in Graham’s health 

and writing, but offers a tax deduction possibility for 

your giving! 
  
 
 

 
The purpose of “The Gift of Time for Graham” is two-fold:   

To write and to recover. 

  

If you would like to continue giving towards this goal, there are two options: 

  

Checks: 

  

    Make these payable to:  The 4-11 Foundation (not to Graham Cooke) 

    Memo line: “The Gift of Time”   2373 Greenglade Rd  Atlanta, GA  30345 

  

2.  Online with Credit Card:  www.4-11.org/SupportGraham 

  

While the donations are not directly to him, 100% of your giving will go to Graham.  Gifts over $250 are tax-

deductible.  Please include your mailing address with your gift to obtain a receipt that will be sent to you by the 

end of January.  It is understood that no goods or services were provided in exchange for your donation. 

  

As most of you are aware, Graham has spent a lifetime giving to others. In every conference I’ve ever attended, 

only one offering was taken… and it has always been given to support another ministry or community such as 

“Not For Sale”.  The passion to create Kingdom resources for others has been a key part of Graham’s ministry for 

decades.   

  

Now it is time to see that investment returned 100 fold for him to be physically ready to go into the fullness of the 

territories before him and to write the books he has been preparing for years.   

  

Personally, I am believing that this stream of resources will grow into a river, that leads to an ocean, so that from 

this time forward, Graham is free to travel … or not.  There’s lots of ways to fuel Kingdom expansion.  This is just 

the beginning.   

  

And why should it only be for one year?  I believe there’s more. But one year is a good place to start… so we’ll 

start there.  Let’s contribute now so this entire year is covered quickly.  That sounds like a perfect Warrior 

challenge.  We’ll take it! ~ Allison 

 

The 4-11 Foundation is a ministry that provide technology platforms for key apostolic and prophetic ministries.  

They are a ministry partner with Graham and provide the platform for BrilliantTV.com at no charge. 

“The Gift of Time” 

How The Warrior Class Can Contribute 

http://brillianttv.com/


  

I LOVE training.  I love to watch movies and see what it looks like in live action scenes, how 

preparation and training win the day, and I love that training prepares us for what lies ahead -  

we may not have a complete understanding of what is being trained, or how we are going to get 

there, but Holy Spirit takes our hand and as we partner with Him, He prepares us with a sure 

foundation and a fantastic strategy to use that training with skill and accuracy!  

 

The primary thing that drew me to Graham and his message was his relationship with the 

Father, Son and Holy Spirit.  The intimacy that I heard in every story he told and every struggle 

that he shared tells not just the outcome, to but the process of that outcome; and it all carries 

with it the heavy weight of intimate communion with the One who wants the very best from every 

circumstance, every training ground that I face.  Hearing Graham share made me want that 

same relationship that He had. I knew it was available and I gratefully started putting into 

practice the many suggestions and applications I heard and listened to (over and over again!). 

  

I work in a Corporate environment where I have provided customer service for any number of 

products.  In one of my jobs I had the opportunity of training the newest member to the team, 

when I had been employed for all of 3 months.  When I made mention of the fact that I didn’t 

really know anything, they called me up and in effect told me I was the best trainer because I 

was the one who had most recently learned the material so would remember the struggles, the 

challenges that would need instruction and the things that might create obstacles. So I took on 

the task of training which helped me learn more, and it turned out to be a very good learning 

experience for the new co-worker.   

  

I have been trained by people who have been in their roles for decades and trained by others 

whose experience could be measured in months.  We all have value to add and remaining 

teachable as well as willing to engage in our training will prepare us for our next upgrade, 

prepare us to help others in theirs, what JOY.  Helping people learn and experience how training 

has changed their understanding, helped them grow and deepened their relationship with the 

One who loves them best is a pleasure beyond words.   

  

As I embark on my new journey as Director of Training, I look forward to talking with you, hearing 

from you, growing with you, learning with you and exploring this territory with you.  Let the 

journey begin! 

 

~ Kelly  

WHY I LOVE TRAINING 

Kelly Megonigle 
Director of Training 



“Comfort brings a 

release. Freedom 

is the outcome of 

truth being spoken” 

“We prophesy in line 

with love, grace and 

truth. We are 

touching people 

often in areas of 

difficulty and 

inadequacy and 

releasing them to the 

blessing of God.” 

“Prophecy should 

inspire people to 

overcome! We win 

by persisting in the 

person of Jesus, 

who can easily 

outlast the enemy 

in patience!  

We always practice 

our persistence at 

a higher level than 

the circumstances 

or we gain nothing.  

Prophecy that 

Inspires provokes 

us to know that 

God will fight for us 

and that He will 

keep us in the 

fight.” 

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT:  

Eric Dykstra 
Team: Freedom Fighters  

My name is Eric Dykstra and I’ve absolutely loved being part of the TWC 

community. I moved to Northern Illinois back in July from the great state of 

Colorado.  I have been married 8 years to my wonderful wife Michelle.  

We have three children; Kamryn (6 year old daughter), Kaiden (3 year old 

son), and Kalvin (4 month old son).  

 

 TWC has helped develop me as a follower of Christ and radically 

changed the way I lead my own life and lead those around me.  I have 

worked full time with the Fellowship of Christian Athletes since 2007.  

 
 

God has placed a great passion in my heart to come alongside coaches and athletes and see God transform lives in the 

world of athletics.  TWC has provided so many wonderful tools that have elevated my leadership and how I approach what 

I do.  Honestly, I enjoy what I do so much more now, because of all TWC has deposited into my spirit.   

 

My perception of ministry has changed, I only focus on seeing the opportunity and provision of what God is 

wanting to do in every situation, and I’ve really learned how to utilize and release the prophetic gifting that has 

been developed as a result of understanding and establishing my identity through the Level 1 Training.  

 

It was through working with FCA in Colorado that I had the privilege and opportunity to meet Lori Mateer, who is a member 

of TWC.  She gave me Graham’s teaching called “Unveiling the Kingdom,” and something about the way he taught, what 

was shared, and the depth he had really connected in my spirit.  I was hungry for more of what God had deposited in 

Graham so I went online and purchased the prophetic series, wisdom series, the way of the warrior, and the Being with 

God series.  This was back in 2012, and I joined TWC in November of 2014.  It’s been one of the best investments of my 

life.   

 

Shortly after I joined TWC, I had a chance to go to one of Allison Bown’s IGNITE workshops that was held in Denver.  She 

did two different workshops, one on Joyful Intentionality and one on Identity.  I loved these two workshops, and they kick-

started a wonderful process of exploration and adventure in my walk and as a leader in FCA.  There was so much in what 

Allison shared that resonated in my spirit and made me curious to go further and explore the truths that were presented.   

 

Reframing Risk: 

 

Risk has been redefined in my life dramatically.  The only risk I find dangerous in my life is not pursuing God with 

everything I have every single day and elevating my experiences and encounters with Him daily.  I understand I can’t 

afford to stay where I currently am, nor do I want to.  There are still risks that I face every day, but my mindset has 

changed to see them as opportunities and possibilities.  I welcome risks in my life now, because I know that I need to step 

into more of my identity and exert my identity in those moments so that I can receive my next upgrade in relationship with 

the Father.   

 

 

Continued… 

 

 

 



I’ve now been in Illinois for just over two months, with a new position as an 

area director with FCA in Northern Illinois.  There has been a lot of 

acclimating to a new area, building new relationships, and settling into a lot of 

new things.  

 

The past several years of interacting and soaking in the TWC materials 

has re-positioned me to form a new attitude, mindset, and language on 

so many levels.   

 

What has been poured into me through TWC, is now being released into 

others’ lives all around me; from coaches, athletes, and even my own family!  

I’ve learned to be much more of a catalytic leader who facilitates questions 

and opportunities for others to explore.  I’ve had so many conversations with 

people, that when I leave and re-examine what was said, I’m amazed and 

don’t even recognize what I said or the insight I gave, because it was 

spiritually appraised and released to exhort, encourage, or comfort the other 

person!  Almost every time I have the opportunity to meet someone or listen 

to someone, God almost always shares something with me to encourage that 

person with, build them up, or affirm what God is already speaking into their 

heart.  I’m so thankful for TWC, and feel so blessed to be a part of such a 

wonderful community.  I’ve enjoyed the relationships of my teammates in the 

Freedom Fighter group, and the interaction on TWC Facebook page with all 

the other members.   

Identity Statement  

-I am a joyful worshipper of God’s goodness and kindness  

-A master archer with a quiver filled with God’s word  

-a skillful architect of prayer and intercession  

-a prophetic catalyst and builder who speaks boldly and confidently  

-an apostolic pioneer and builder of spiritual foundations  

-a humble warrior who is led by God’s spirit, restoring hope and replacing brokenness  

-a frontline general filled with faith for every fight  

-a grace filled encourager  

-a man who thinks deeply and reflects on God’s hidden wisdom  

-an advanced accelerator of growth and maturity in the spirit  

-a man with a steadfast spirit and mind  

-a freedom fighter that destroys the works of the enemy  

-I am a lynch-pin, who connects kingdom warriors  

-a prophet that hears accurately and responds accordingly  

-a relentless teacher of God’s word  

-a disciplined and committed learner, purposed for Godliness  

-a watchful father shepherd of my children’s hearts  

-a compassionate and loving husband always fighting for my wife’s heart  

-I am a life giving identity developing husband and father  

  

 


